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A High S/N Design on Multilevel Storage Dynamic Memory

Y.Nakagome, M.Aoki, M.Horiguchi, S.Ikenaga, and K.Shimohigashi

Central Research Laboratory ,Hitachi, Ltd.

Kokubunji,Tokyo'l 85, Japan

A High S/N design is presented of an XY addressed Multilevel Storage (XY-MLS) 1-Tr
dynamic memory circuit. An XY-MLS sense circuit employs both a differential sensing
scheme by using a folded data-line structure and charge transfer (C.T. ) preamplifier
for detecting very smal1 MLS signal voltage. The S/N ratio analysis clarlfies that
fhe major causes of S/N degradation are mismatch ln storage capacitance lC*/Co and
Ieakage charge Qr. Values of ACq/Cq<1}1 and Qr<1.5fC are required to a6friEve 4
bits/cetl storage.- High S/N design will"assure four"times the density of DRAMs, thus
permltting the XY-MLS scheme to fit for the Semiconductor File Memory.

1. INTRODUCTION

RecentIy, demands for faster file memories

utilizing semiconductor means have been

increaslng. One possible approach is to use DRAMs,

EEPROMS oT SRAMS. This approach, however,

suffers from essentially high bit cost compared

with magnetic means.

, The XY addressed Multilevel Storage (XY-MLS)

scheme has been proposed to realize Semiconductor

FiIe Memoriesl ). Key features of the XY-MLS are:
(1) usage of standard 1-Tr dynamic memory cells.
(2) MLS signal reading/writing by application

of the staircase pulse to the word line.
(3) utilization of the charge transfer (C.T.)

preampllfler for accurate sensing of the

very small MLS signal voltage.
Denslty of the XY-MLS memory depends completely

on both signal and noise characterlstics of the

senslng circuit. In this paper, detailed analysis
and design on signal to noise ratio in the
proposed scheme is made to clarify the

limitations. Next, design criteria to establish 4

bits/celI storage or more will be sholrn.

Analytical expressions for signal degradation and

noise were successfully developed. Experimental

verification of the analysgs by using a 4K test
memory circuit is also presented.

2. CIRCUIT OPERATION

A-1-8

Requlred sensing ac{.,uracy has been realized by the

following means:

( 1 ) differential sensing employing a standard

folded data-line structure.
Q> signal voltage amplification (xCO/Cr) through

signal charge transfer from a data line(C=CO)

to a sense amplifier input(C=CI).
A schematic diagran and observed waveforms of

16 levels/cell storage XY-MLS test circuit,
operation are shown in Fig.2. During the write
operafion, a 16-Ievel descending staircase pulse

d*t5=15,14,---,0) is applied to the word line.
The data line voltage ls changed from low to high

during the lntended period of staircase pulse.
During the read operation, I 16-Ieve1 ascending

staircase pulse CXti=Or 1r---r 15) is applied.
Signal charges appearing on the data line
transferred to the sense ampllfler (S.A.)

and are compared with dummy
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The XY-MLS test circuit is shown in Fig.1. Fig.1 XY-MLS read/write circuit



Thus, sensing accuracy is directly related to

signal to noise ratio ab t,he sense amplifier
input, AQXL Tp and Ty in Fig.2 denote staircase
pulse step, and read and wriLe times,

respectively.

3. S/N ]N XY-MLS MEMORY

3. 1 Analysis
Memory cell transistors operate under weak

inversion conditions during both writing and

reading operations. The approximate expression

for signal voltage S._. is shown in Table I.
Here, K is the current ampliflcation factor for a

single staircase pulse step. Write and read

timesr Ty and tR, as well as inverse

subthreshold slope C( are the major factors in
deterrnining the signal voltage tr_j. The

threshold voltage substrate bias modulation factor
YL also affects the signal.

Device mismatches between a pair of data Ilnes

are the major cause of signal degradation. These

are:
( 1 ) deviation of half the storage capacitance

C"/2 from the dummy cell capacitance CrO:

.dCr=C*O-C S/2.
(2) mismatch of S.A. input capacitances t lCf
(3) differences in threshold voltages between

a cross-coupled pair : lVT.
An amount of signal degradation due to V,

mismatch can be rninimized and is about /Vr, when
2\

bhe S.A. operation speed is slow-'. Expressions

of signal voltage degradations tr_3 """
summarized in Table I.

Random fluctuation in the data line voltage has

been found and it is attributed bo 1 /f noise and

kTC switching noise in the charge transfer
?\preamplifier". The former is proportional fo

cD/cI, while the latter is proportional tor$Zcr.
These expressions are al-so summarized in Table I.
The 1/f noise dominates for practical CO values.

The overall slgnal to noise rabio is expressed as:
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The S/N ratio is evaluafed by measuring

detection error rate. The debecflon error
is: /@.l 2L, =) exp(-t-lZ) dt .

S/N

CIr sense amplifier input capacitance

A : V- substrate bias rnodulation factor.I
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(b) Waveforms of the operation in a test circuit
Fig.2 Operatlon scheme of an XY-MLS circuit
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3.2 Experimental verification
Analysis is verified through experiments with a

4K bit XY-MLS test circuit. There, is about 171

mismatch in C, (^dCr/Cr=O.17) iudging from an

observed waveform at the S.A. input of lhe test
circuit. Measured detection error rates are shown

in Fig.3. Theoretical error rate dependence on

the staircase pulse step /Q* is also given in
Fig.3, which is calculated with the value of
capacitance mismaEeh ACr/CS=O.17. Theoretical
results are in good agreement with experiments. A

staircase pulse step /Q, of 1 1 0 mV is required to
suppress the error rate down to 10-20 in a test
circuit. On lhe other hand, 60 mV is sufficient
if t,here is no mismatch. Thus, ACS/CS

minimizatlon is important for high S/N design.

4. HIGH S/N DESIGN

Several design criteria to achieve 4 bits/cell
storage are shown with a single 5 V power supply.

It is assumed that Cr=60 fFrCO=O.4 pF and Cr=30 fF

taking into consideration of the compatibility
with DRAMs. Key design parameters for high S/N

design are the following.
4.1 The read/write time

The effect of r*/ f" on

ratior aR/

Fig.4. If T*/ rr)1, signal

degraded because the signal charge flows out prior
to bhe intended timing. 0n the ot,her hand, if
-er/ fr(1 r SO is degraded because signal charge

does not flow out at the intended timing. The

optimum condition is tR= TWrwhich gives an S/N

ratio of 140. An S/N ratio of 9.3 is required to
suppress the error rate down to 10-20.

Consequently a rnargin of 130 can exist for signal
degradation. If there ls an 10% deviation in
?R/ =W, 

it results in an S/N degradation of about

3.3. So, the <n/ 1'W deviation is not the major

cause of degradation.
4.2 Device mismatches

The effect of capacitance mismatch on S/N is
shown in Fig.5 . Here rR/ <W= 1 . 1 is assumed.

Storage capacitance mismatch AC,/C" affects the
signal twice as much as bhat of the

rl,il

is shown in
Sris
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S.A. lnput capacitance AC-/Cr. Both .dCrlC, and

AC/CI should be less fhan 0.1 to suppress S,/N

degradation less than 50.

Additionally, V, mismatch /V, should be as low

as 20 mV to suppress S/N degradation to below 20.

4.J Leakage charBe:Q,

The effect of leakage charge Q, on S/N is shown

in Fig.6. In this calculation r'CrlCr=/Cr/Cr=O.1

are assumed. Assuming that the maximum

permissible S/N degradation is 30, the leakage

charge Q, should be less than 1.5 fC.

4.4 Discussion

Worst case S/N degradations as a function of
sLaircase pulse step/Q* are shown in Fig.7.
Since the worst case S/N ratlo ls expected more

than 30, 4 bits/cell storage is feasible through

optimum designs presented here. This figure also

shows that both storage capacitance mismatch and

leakage eharge are the major causes of S/N

degradatlons.

If it is realized that ACr/C|=ACI,/CI<0.05,

/VT<10 nV and QL.0.5 fc, 5 bits/cell storage is
achievable. Design objectives are summarized in
Table II.

5. CONCLUSION

Analysis and design on signal to noise ratio in
the XY addressed Multilevel Storage scheme has

been presented. The formulation of signal to

noise ratio has been derived and verlfled through

experimentation. The key factors in high S/N

design are reduction of both storage capacltance

mismatch .dCSlCS and leakage charge Qr. Values of
ICSICS<O.1 and Qr<1.5 fC are required to achieve a

4 bits/ceII storage with 5 V power supply.
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Tab1e II High S/N design objectives

Test Circuit
High S/N Daign

4 bits/cell 5 bits/cell

Capacitances

cs 60 fF

cl 140 fF

Co 0.8 pF . 0.4 pF

Deviation of ft from 1

Device

Mismatdes

l0r /Cs
Cr, Cs fr=11r.

< 10 0h

lY-, <20 mV <10 mV

Leakage Charge 0r s 1.5 fC
= 

0.5 fc
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